Dumbbell meningioma of the cervico-clavicular region.
The authors are reporting on a case of a 55-year-old man with an epidural meningioma in the region from the C VII. to the Th I. segment. The tumor encircled this region, and to the front and right involved the channels through which pass the C VI, C VII. and C VIII. roots. Subdurally, no tumoral mass was found. Another part of this tumor, of the same histological architecture as the epidural cervicospinal part was found in the supraclavicular region to the right, closely connected to the arteries and nerves of this region. The authors discuss the possibility of the tumoral occurrence at this site, primarily taking into account the origin of this tumor from the cells of the outer surface of the arachnoidea, i.e. cap cells which can invade the dura, with later separation from the main arachnoidal layer. The other possibility of such dumbbell meningioma occurring at the outgoing openings of the neural paths from the spinal channel should be looked for in the remnants of the arachnoidal cells in the region of the outgoing openings. In the paper are also discussed and correlated clinico-pathological, CT and angiographic findings.